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Prime Minister commends licensees
When licensees were invited to take part in the Environmental Choice pages of the
September Trends Commercial Design Series, the Prime Minister came out with a
strong message of support to licensee companies. She also underlined the government’s commitment to using its spending power to support sustainable purchasing.
Helen Clark’s letter follows.
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Govt3 awards
The eagerly anticipated annual Govt3 Awards
take place at Parliament on 10 October, with the
Prime Minister planning to attend, along with
Acting Environment Minister David Parker.
These awards are the environmental “Emmys” for
government departments and agencies. There is
likely to be a greater demand for seats than can be
fulfilled this year, says event co-ordinator Hamish
Allardice.

This year they cover a wide range of
organisations: Rachel Brown (Sustainable
Business Network), Candice Collier (Westpac),
Mark Daycombe (Department of Prime Minister
and Cabinet), Peter Neilson (Business Council for
Sustainable Development), Mark Steele (Ministry
of Economic Development) and Mike Underhill
(Energy Efficiency and Conservation Authority).

Judges will be meeting before the end of the
month to determine the finalists for the ten
categories.

Painting the town
Congratulations to Dulux Paints, for their wins in
the Central Region Sustainable Business Awards.
Dulux was judged Trailblazer – Large Business
and also took the top award as Sustainable Business of the Year.

mobile crusher and decanter is used for Resene’s
Paintwise recovery programme.

Another Environmental Choice paint products licensee, Resene, also had a hand in the awards, as
the 3R company (Responsible Resource Recover)
won the Sustainable Innovation award. The 3R

Design Insitute awards
Environmental Choice GM Robin Taylor, having
recently addressed the Bright Star eco-business
conference in Auckland, is now confirmed to
speak to the Design Institute of New Zealand National Design Conference on 5 October. Licensee
Dulux Paints is sponsoring the Best Design
Awards Exhibition which opens the same day at
the venue, the Auckland Museum. The Ministry
for the Environment is also involved as event
sponsor, while DINZ includes among its sponsors
licensees Jacobsen Creative Surfaces, Laminex and
GIB (Winstone Wallboards).

Executive Officer Cathy Veninga
(left) applauds the involvement of
the licensees at the creative stage of
design and build. “We should be
leaders in that area,” she believes.
“It’s not just about environmental and product outcome, it’s also about demystifying what sustainability means. Within the spatial arts and architectural sector even, there’s quite a discrepancy in
opinion. The government is also realising, and
coming to grips with, the fact that design has huge
impacts on environment.”

GreenBuild makes progress
The service is a joint venture between Building
The new industry initiative seeking to list
“environmentally preferable” building products goes Research, Construction Information Ltd
(Masterspec), The New Zealand Institute of
live on 1 October. (www.greenbuild.co.nz)
Architects, Green New Zealand and the Master
GreenBuild aims to be the national building products Builders Federation.
database where people can quickly select the
products and materials they are looking for. Over the GreenBuild’s sustainability manager, Alex Reiche,
past year, GreenBuild has worked with key research says the assessment will result in one of four
gradings – basic, improved, advanced or best
organisations, industry players and leading
consultancies to develop an Environmental Assess- practice – spread across 5 major environmental
ment system that works separately from, but in
impact categories. Providing information in this
sympathy with, Environmental Choice New Zealand format is novel and enables product manufacturers to
highlight their particular areas of strength.
and the New Zealand Green Building Council’s
Green Star NZ rating system.
“Greenbuild recognises it will have an educational
GreenBuild already contains over 12.000 products. role and undertaking the assessment will be a way of
learning for organisations” he explains. Those that
While only a few will have an Environmental
Assessment listing to start with, GreenBuild foresees perform well in the assessment may be encouraged
to seek Environmental Choice NZ certification. Alex
a strong demand for this service as few NZ
says the process will push people to talk to their
manufacturers/distributors are currently able to
provide the eco-information that specifiers are ask- suppliers and distributors, promoting improvement
along the entire supply chain.
ing for. The long term aim is to create a virtual
library where architects, specifiers and DIYers can
If you want to know more about the environmental
quickly and easily compare products, choosing the
assessment programme, call Alex on 09 916 5697.
one that is best for the environment, given the
context of their particular project.

Interface pioneers climate neutral flooring
ECNZ license holder InterfaceNZ recently has announced what they claim to be
an environmental first in New Zealand.
From 1 July, all of its InterfaceFLOR carpet tiles were to be climate neutral, accounting for the greenhouse gas emissions over the entire lifecycle of the carpet –
covering raw material acquisition, manufacturing, transportation, use, maintenance and disposal.
The carpet itself, which has been independently verified and certified by the Climate Neutral Network, already has a high level of environmental sustainability.
Produced in tiles to ensure that only worn sections need to be replaced, the carpets
are also 100% recyclable. The carpet tiles have a 15 year guarantee and claim the
lowest volatile organic compound emissions of any carpet in New Zealand, says
Marketing Manager Steve Aschebrock.
InterfaceNZ Managing Director, Robb Donzé, says the developments are consistent with InterfaceFLOR’s
“Mission Zero” – its goal of a zero environmental footprint globally by the year 2020. “This means, in
part, having 100% “closed loop” recycling of all carpets or, alternatively, 100% biodegradable carpet with
zero waste.”
InterfaceFLOR are committed to being the world’s leading manufacturer and distributor of environmentally sustainable floor coverings, says the company. Enquiries about the picture of the company’s products
above should be addressed to Steve Aschebrook. (We’re curious, too!)

Screen gems
In December, Resene
Paints joins Environmental Choice in a screen
advertising campaign for
the five-city Rialto holiday season of environmental film The White
Planet (La Planete
Blanche). Our last
screen campaign, with Al
Gore’s An Inconvenient
Truth, directly reached
over 10,000 ecomotivated cinema goers.
The White Planet, filmed in the Arctic, was sponsored by the World Wildlife Fund, and was in the
official selection for the Melbourne International
Film Festival. Says director Thierry Piantanida,
“this natural spectacle sets out to pay homage to a
threatened world and provide a lasting record for the
future.” Piantanida says that over the last 30 years,
one million square kilometres of the North Pole ice
shelf has disappeared. “The Arctic is a sentinel. It
warns us of the dangers threatening man and the entire planet.”

“These movies attract an audience potentially sympathetic to the Environmental Choice message of
sustainability,” says the eco-label’s communications
advisor, Michael Hooper. “By pre-qualifying our
advertising target in this way, we use our generic
promotional budget more efficiently, and provide a
framework for licence holders to leverage their own
screen investment, should they wish to make it.”
Environmental Choice has also been successful in
negotiating substantially discounted screening rates.

To see a trailer visit www.thewhiteplanet.com.au
Should Leonardo di Caprio’s forthcoming environmental documentary film, The 11th Hour, fulfil its
early production promises, Enviromental Choice
looks forward to considering further involvement
with interested licensees. The film explores the sustainability and climate change opinions of 50 of the
most influential writers and thinkers of our time

Networks
Through relationships with the Green Building Council, the
Sustainable Business Network, the NZ Business Council for
Sustainable Development, and through its government
associations, Environmental Choice is highly active across
government and commerce in promoting the profile of its
members.

Robin Taylor (Environmental Choice) with
Jane Henley (Green Building Council), Steve
Dixon (MfE) and Prime Minister Helen Clark.

Media relationships also ensure that we receive many
opportunities to contribute both editorial and advertising
support where it will be most effective in promoting certified
products to government and business. Recently the Trust has
also supported some consumer-oriented marketing.

Stakeholders’ meeting updates aims, achievements
The September issue of Trends Commercial Design
Series builds on the relationship already established
with the publication, which has admirable penetration into the design, renovation and building sectors.
Preview copies of our pages will be available at the
Stakeholders’ meeting in Auckland on 21 September. A media plan showing further campaign details
in other media will also be discussed at the meeting.

There will also be a presentation by the Ministry for
the Environment.
Overall, the PR and advertising promotion of the
label is gaining greater traction, with many publications now including reference to Environmental
Choice. This is hugely assisted by the initiatives of
licensees that wave the flag in their own company
promotions and product advertisements.

Recent applicants to pass label accreditation cover a wide
range of leading companies. Some of their profiles follow.
Onterra Modular Carpets Pty Ltd
Ontera is a modular carpet maker based in Northmead, NSW, Australia – is part of the Cavalier Corporation. The Company has been in operation since
1985 and has offices and representatives throughout
Australia and New Zealand.
Ontera is delighted that the New Zealand Ecolabelling Trust has now granted an Environmental Choice
New Zealand Licence to the company, says marketing manager David Rowlinson. “This further endorses our ongoing commitment to environmental
excellence and leadership in this crucial arena.”
The systems used in the company’s Envisions cut
pile products incorporate yarns that are locally spun
and dyed by New Zealand Wool Spinners, another
part of Cavalier Corporation, in Wanganui .
The “precycling” concept for their Earthplus modular products aims to make them more durable and
able to withstand a renewal process at the end of
their “first life”, creating a closed loop recovery
process. The renewed products are supported by a
seven year warrantee, which follows the 15-year
warrantee on the original.

Biodiversity Conservation. The tiles were supercleaned, retextured and re-patterned, after a first life
in the office of the Prime Minister and Cabinet. If
only they could talk!
The Earthplus process, says the company, reflects
approximately 76% reduction in consumption of resources when compared to the equivalent production
of new carpet.
“Our Millitron Dye Injection technology allows us
to create unique custom-designed modular carpet
(tiles), enabling Ontera to push the boundaries of
carpet design with supreme flexibility,” says David.
He also states his view on recycling. “This is a reuse,
not a recycling process. Studies have shown this to
be the most environmentally benign way to extend
product life. All of the embodied energy that is used
in the creation of the original product is retained;
hence the product life can be significantly extended
without the need for significant additional energy
and resources.”

Ontera is currently actively seeking the return of
product that has been in commercial use in New
Zealand. Any enquiries here can be directed to 0800
668372, or contact David Rowlinson through the
As proof of their product, Ontera supplied the Earth- link on the Environmental Choice website.
plus carpet tiles for 2000 square metres of the fit-out
for the Australian Department of Water, Land and

E Sime Group
This third-generation family business has been trading since 1923, and in Australia and New Zealand
markets Bay West paper products that are made in
the USA by Wausau Paper Corporation. Known for
their EcoSoft range in New Zealand, Bay West says
their aim is simply to be recognised as the most environmentally responsible paper system in the country.
EcoSoft towels and tissue are made entirely from
100% recycled fibres and their products contain a
blend of pre- and post-consumer wastepaper. Many
EcoSoft products exceed the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) guidelines for postconsumer waste. This is important, says the company, because using high-levels of post-consumer
materials will divert a greater amount of waste from
landfills. Some of the recycled materials used to
produce EcoSoft towels and tissue are office wastepaper, newspapers, corrugated containers and printer
rejects and trimmings.

with eco-labelling in foreign markets through Environmental Choice mutual recognition agreements.)
The company’s papermaking and recycling processes also demonstrate a commitment to the environment. During the bleaching and de-inking operations, the Middletown (Ohio) mill uses a process
free of chlorine and other harmful chemicals and
compounds. In addition, the facility has a wastewater
treatment plant where over 2,000,000 gallons of water a day are treated and returned to the de-inking
operation, eliminating the need for additional fresh
water and conserving natural resources.
E. Sime managing director, John Beach, says the
decision to undergo audit for the certification was
prompted by the success gained from the company’s
certification in Australia. He says the New Zealand
eco-label will give products an edge and authentication in New Zealand.

“There are a lot of dubious green claims out in the
market at the moment; a lot of green-washing, with
All EcoSoft sanitary paper products hold the Envipeople claiming their material is environmentally
ronmental Choice mark and several have also obtained certification as environmentally preferable by friendly. Gaining Environmental Choice adds credibility to what we are trying to achieve with our overGreen Seal, Inc. of Washington, DC. (Check with
Robin Taylor to see if your products can be assisted all ‘green’ position.”

Jacobsen Creative Surfaces Ltd
Established in 1962, Jacobsen Creative Surfaces Ltd
is one of the largest flooring distributors in New
Zealand. It has exclusive distribution rights for many
of the world’s leading brands in resilient flooring,
modular carpet, ceramic tiles, wood flooring and installation products. It is 100% privately owned company, with spacious showrooms in Auckland, Wellington and Christchurch. The product range certified by Environmental Choice is Tarkett Linoleum.
Tarkett have more than 100 years experience and
have always taken the environment seriously. Tarkett follows international standards for environmental management and the factory is ISO14001
accredited. Tarkett production centres have, during
the last 5 years, reduced the total organic emissions
into the atmosphere by 50% and recycle more than
130,000 tons of material per year. Tarkett have in-

vested in 3 recycling units as well as funding a production plant in Scandinavia which recycles installation waste.
Tarkett also claim leadership in developing flooring
which reduces the need for fresh water and harsh
chemicals to maintain it. Their linoleum is made
from renewable raw materials - flax, wood, cork and
jute. It is carbon-neutral and has close to zero emissions due to the Tarkett XF surface treatment, and
requires no initial wax or polish. Linoleum has excellent resistance to abrasion, stains and chemicals
and is ideal for either commercial or domestic flooring. There are three ranges: Veneto, Toscano and
Etrusco

Winstone Wallboards Ltd
This is a member of the Fletcher group of companies, who have embaced Environmental Choice as a
way forward for many of their divisions. Pink Batts
(Tasman Insulation), and the Laminex group had
earlier passed certification, upholding their leading
position in the industry.

abled it to secure its place in the market for over 80
years. “Along with recycling waste GIB® plasterboard into compost, we’ve modified our processes
over time to now have two of the most efficient and
ecologically sustainable plants, in Christchurch and
Auckland”.

The latest of their companies to come aboard is
Winstone Wallboards, whose GIB® brand is practically Kiwiana, says Robin Taylor. “It is a foundation of the building industry, and the certification of
eight of their plasterboard products adds further
strength to the Environmental Choice label, an arrangement we believe is reciprocal.”
Mark Jury, Winstone’s Market Manager – Commercial, says the company’s technical expertise has en-

Konica Minolta Business Solutions NZ Ltd
sured they have a responsible partner in Konica MiKonica has been awarded the eco-label for it’s
“bizhub” range of Multifunctional Devices (MFDs). nolta”.
Warwick Beban, General Manager is clearly pleased
that Konica Minolta products have been accepted by
the Ecolabelling Trust, as they take “a proactive approach” to environmental sustainability. “When our
Environmental Policy was developed we considered
every aspect of our business and any impact it may
have on the environment. We have investigated and
improved on a number of key areas including: internal practices for waste and energy management,
product compliance, product reuse, and product &
consumables disposal”.

Josh Byers, Marketing Manager of Konica Minolta
says, “Konica Minolta will look to leverage its association with the ECNZ family through the integration of the whole marketing mix. We want to show
all New Zealand businesses the benefits of being environmentally sustainable, and being accredited is
just one of the steps of our long-term vision.

“Konica Minolta has just launched a revolutionary
office colour solution called the bizhub C550 which
has been built from the bottom up in relation to the
environment. Like the majority of our bizhub soluKonica Minolta says they have recognised the intions, the C550 is ECNZ and Energy Star accredited.
creasing awareness of the ECNZ label and are seek- Not only is the bizhub environmentally friendly, the
ing to align their own environmental initiatives un- C550 is a revolution in the office colour market,
showing you can not only be environmentally
der the required criteria. “Having the ECNZ label
makes the purchasing decisions easy for our custom- friendly but also extremely innovative”.
ers”, says Warwick. “We’re proud of our environmental initiatives and want our customers to feel as-

Cavalier Bremworth Carpets
“A number of factors are driving this trend. First, the
Government, via the Govt3 programme, has been
very proactive in promoting sustainable procurement
amongst the public sector. Secondly, the foundation
of the New Zealand Green Building Council, along
with the establishment of the NZ Green Star rating
system, has brought sustainability and green specification to the fore across the building industry.
Lastly, the growing interest within the media of
“In recent years, there has been considerable promo- green-related issues is building awareness of sustaintion by many businesses about the greenness of their able issues right across the business spectrum.”
companies and products, but many claims have yet
to be validated. In contrast, Environmental Choice
offers independent evaluation of a company and its
offerings, which is good for companies that are committed to sustainability, as well as for specifiers and
the end consumer who can now make more informed
product choices.”
Carpet maker Cavalier Bremworth is another of this
year’s additions to the label “family”. Managing
Director Colin McKenzie says his company’s brand
is built on New Zealand wool and, as a consequence,
on our environment. “The company sees Environmental Choice certification as further strengthening
the positive connection between the brand and New
Zealand’s environment.

Colin McKenzie sees the green movement being
propelled by businesses, the government, and the
media. “The company has seen significant changes
in the market over the last 18 months with particularly strong interest developing in the commercial
sector for sustainable building and building products.

PlycoSelect
This is another member of the Fletcher Building
group which embodies the belief that the Environmental Choice ecolabel gives license holders an
edge.
In this case it is literal, with Eco.Edge mouldings
and jambs from Plyco.
For an open-and-shut example of how to maximise
the eco-label certification in a flyer, see their flyer
(right).

The Clippings—a selection

Not open and shut...
Conference in Wellington nearly three years ago, is
now vice-president of TerraChoice International Marketing, managers of Canada’s ecolabelling programme. Writing recently in Canada, Scot identifies
the six modern “greenwashing sins”:
Sin of Fibbing: the rare false use of a legitimate ecolabel or pretence that a label without international
validation certifies true environmental status.
Sin of Unsubstantiated Claims: the use of words
like “green” or “eco” with no proof provided.
Much has been made of the “green-washing” taking Sin of Irrelevance: The equivalent of claiming water
place worldwide, as producers scramble to gain
is fat-free; Scot cites the example of “CFC free”
“green” leverage which they are not always able to
when the chemical has been banned for decades in
prove. This is where Environmental Choice and
some jurisdictions and may not be used anyway.
other members of the Global Ecolabelling Network
Sin of Hidden Trade-Off: a bold claim about a sinare able to provide certainty and credibility ungle attribute made to overshadow lack of others, e.g.
matched by less robust assessment systems—
a dubious product claiming to be “made in facility
especially those without transparent, published, and powered by renewable energy”.
third-party audited standards.
Sin of Vagueness: such as “100% natural” - so, also,
is arsenic, he points out.
Scot Case, whom many licensees met when he adSin of Relativism: the “most efficient vehicle in its
dressed the NZ government Sustainable Procurement class” could still be a gas-guzzler.

From the “recycle” bin...
and can then ride. A similar process is followed to
return the bike. Users are charged $3 per hour for the
From November 2007 you will be able to unlock and first 3 hours, and $15 for 24 hours. For a small extra
ride a GoodGear rental bicycle using your cellphone, charge users can return bikes to different stations
from the one they picked up from.
just like the residents of Paris, Barcelona, Amsterdam, Frankfurt and London. These bikes have been
credited with reducing congestion, pollution and
travel time for users, whilst increasing user fitness
and money saved.
On Yer Bike – the ultimate low-emission vehicle

Initially the bikes will be located in Auckland, Hamilton, Taupo, Tauranga and Whangarei at various
stations for pickup and drop off. These will typically
be near transport hubs, Information sites, Universities, Colleges and backpacker hostels. Rental stations can also be located at large offices. The intended users are students, tourists, city residents and
workers, who need a more flexible form of public
transport or as a form of recreation.
Once users have registered their cellphone and credit
card details, they find a bike at designated stations,
call an 0508 number on their cellphone, type in the
number of the bike and a release code is given out.
The user enters the release code into the bike lock

Each bike comes with it's own helmet, security cable, gears, lights and basket. The bikes are owned,
regularly maintained and promoted by GoodGear.
The technology that GoodGear will use has been developed by www.nextbike.de of Germany.
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